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Abstract. From past research it is known that both knowledge-based scene 
interpretation and knowledge-based configuration can be conceived as logical 
model construction. In this report we show that also from an application-
oriented point of view, both tasks are very similar and existing configuration 
technology can be used to implement a generic scene interpretation system with 
highly useful features, in particular expressive knowledge representation, 
flexible control, knowledge-guided hypothesis generation and constraint 
management. We describe an experiment where a table laying scene-in-
progress is interpreted using the configuration system KONWERK as part of 
our scene interpretation system SCENIC. 

1    Introduction 

This paper is about knowledge-based interpretation of real-life dynamic scenes. 
Typical example tasks are traffic scene interpretation, soccer team-play analysis, 
criminal-act recognition, or understanding indoor activities, such as table laying, in a 
smart-room environment. The goals of scene interpretation go beyond single-object 
recognition as several objects may contribute to the meaning of a scene, and common-
sense knowledge about meaningful occurrences and purposeful behaviour of agents 
may play a part.  

Scene interpretations typically involve inferred facts, expectations and predictions. 
Consider the example of a table-laying scene observed by a smart-room camera. As 
plates, cutlery and other objects are placed on the table, it is natural to come up with 
an interpretation such as "the table is laid for a dinner-for-two" before the table is 
completely laid and in spite of partial occlusions. In fact, given context knowledge in 
terms of daytime and dinner habits, the interpretation could be inferred almost without 
visual evidence, for example by the clatter of dishes. In general, one can say that 
scene interpretations consist of educated guesses or hypotheses rather than 
deductions, or, as Max Clowes (1971) has put it, scene interpretations are "controlled 
hallucinations". It is the purpose of this paper to shed light on this space of feasible 
hallucinations and on a particular way, inspired by configuration technology, to 
determine a scene interpretation. 
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Reiter and Mackworth were the first to analyse the space of possible interpretations 
in a formal knowledge-representation framework. They showed that scene 
interpretation is formally equivalent to logical model construction [Reiter & 
Mackworth 87]. Roughly, viewed as model construction, an interpretation can be seen 
as an instantiation of a conceptual knowledge base consistent with evidence, i.e. with 
information about the scene delivered by sensors and low-level image analysis. It is 
well known that, in general, evidence about a scene may permit multiple scene 
interpretations. The important insight of this formalisation is that, in a knowledge-
based framework, the space of possible interpretations can be narrowed down by 
logical consistency rather than relying solely on cost functions or preference measures 
as, for example, in probabilistic approaches [Rimey 93].  

On the other hand, as pointed out in [Neumann & Weiss 03], the space of 
consistent interpretations may still be huge (note that we use "interpretation" both for 
a logical model and for the corresponding scene description in terms of instantiated 
concepts). A scene interpretation may contain arbitrary propositions, for example 
about objects outside the field of view, as long as they do not contradict axiomatic 
knowledge and evidence. Hence further criteria are required to narrow down the 
interpretation space and select a "best" interpretation. 

Nevertheless, a system which allows to construct interpretations consistent with a 
conceptual knowledge base and with concrete evidence may provide a useful 
framework for scene interpretation. This led us to examine existing model-
construction systems for possible use in scene interpretation tasks. Description Logics 
(DLs) were investigated in [Neumann & Möller 04], in particular the DL system 
RACER [Haarslev & Möller 01]. It turned out that the model-construction procedure 
of RACER which is at the heart of consistency checking, could not be used for 
generating "possible interpretations" as it is optimised to prove or disprove the 
existence of models, but not to generate task-dependent models. However, the 
RACER query language provides powerful retrieval mechanisms [Haarslev et al. 04], 
which can be used for constructing scene interpretations, along with other inference 
processes offered by RACER. 

In this paper we examine configuration technology for a possible employment for 
scene interpretation. Configuration systems have been developed in support of tasks 
where parts (usually technical components) have to be configured to form a system, 
which meets given specifications. A typical configuration task is to configure a 
computer according to customer wishes. It may seem far-fetched to look at technical 
configuration tasks in connection with real-life scene interpretation, but it has been 
shown [Buchheit et al. 95] that the logics of configuration are equivalent to model 
construction and hence essentially the same as the logics of scene interpretation. 
Furthermore, configuration technology is well understood after two decades of 
research and development, and there exist many implemented configuration systems. 

In the folllowing section we take a closer look at model construction, which is the 
common logical basis for configuration and scene interpretation. We then show 
correspondences and differences between configuration and scene interpretation tasks, 
and proposes how a configuration process can in principle be used for scene 
imterpretation. 

In Section 3 we describe the concrete scene interpretation system SCENIC that has 
been implemented using the configuration system KONWERK [Günter 95], and 
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present a concrete interpretation experiment to demonstrate the potential of the 
approach. 

We conclude that the object-oriented knowledge-representation facilities of the 
configuration system KONWERK, in particular its constraint system, provide a very 
useful basis for conceptual modelling and flexible interpretation strategies. 

2    Conceptual Framework for Scene Interpretation and 
Configuration 

In this section we first present the rationale for modelling scene interpretation as 
logical model construction. We then show that configuration tasks have basically the 
same structure, and how scene interpretation can be modelled as a configuration 
process. 

The work of Reiter and Mackworth mentioned above shows that, under certain 
assumptions, scene interpretation can be formulated as a finite model construction 
task and implemented as constraint satisfaction. Model construction essentially 
applies to the symbolic processing after primitive symbols (representing evidence) 
have been determined by low-level image analysis. In general, to construct a logical 
model means to construct a mapping from constant symbols and predicates of a 
symbolic language into the corresponding entities of a domain such that all predicates 
become true. In scene interpretation tasks, the domain is usually the real world, the 
constant symbols denote scene elements, objects and higher-level entities determined 
by a vision system, and the predicates express class membership and relations for 
such entities. Part of the mapping is determined by low-level scene analysis, which 
connects symbols to real-world scene entities; the remaining part is constructed in 
terms of hypotheses about the scene and represented by the corresponding symbols as 
placeholders. 

The finiteness assumption underlying the analysis of Reiter and Mackworth is 
unrealistic for real-world tasks, and scene interpretation must be defined as a partial 
model construction if the knowledge representation language permits infinite models 
[Schröder 99]. Interpretations in terms of partial models are also natural for focussed 
tasks, such as avoiding a moving obstacle or answering a query, where complete 
model construction is not required. Hence, in general, it is appropriate to describe the 
logical basis of scene interpretation as partial model construction. Accordingly, from 
a logical point of view, scene interpretation is the construction of a symbolic 
description consistent with conceptual knowledge about the world and concrete 
knowledge about the scene, the latter consisting of sensor-based evidence and context 
information.  

The conceptual knowledge for scene interpretation is commonly modelled in terms 
of taxonomical and compositional hierarchies. It has been shown in [Neumann and 
Weiss 03] that constructing a scene interpretation is essentially a search problem 
which can be viewed as "navigating" in the space of possible interpretations defined 
by the taxonomical and compositional relations and by incrementally instantiating 
concepts while maintaining consistency. Four kinds of interpretation steps suffice to 
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construct any scene interpretation consistent with conceptual knowledge, evidence 
and context:  
• aggregate instantiation (moving up a compositional hierarchy) 
• aggregate expansion (moving down a compositional hierarchy) 
• instance specialisation (moving down a taxonomical hierarchy) 
• instance merging (unifying instances obtained separately) 
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Fig. 1.  Illustration of knowledge-based scene interpretation. Solid edges denote has-part 
relations, dotted edges has-specialisation relations; dot-dashed edges connect evidence to scene 
objects. Shaded boxes indicate concepts, which are initially instantiated in example task. 

As a concrete example, consider scene interpretation based on the (extremely 
simplified) knowledge structure shown in Fig. 1. Note that evidence (such as a plate-
view), although connected by special "has-evidence" edges, is considered as part of 
the corresponding scene objects and treated accordingly by the interpretation steps. 
Prior knowledge of a tabletop scene and initial evidence in terms of a plate-view, a 
saucer-view, and a candle-view are assumed to be given and marked as instantiated 
concepts (shaded boxes). Starting with evidence, aggregate-instantiation steps may 
lead to the instantiation of higher-level concepts such as "ld-cover" and "lonely-
dinner", an aggregate-expansion step may lead to "decoration" as part of a "lonely-
dinner", an instance-specialisation step may generate "candle", and after 
expansion,"candle-view" may then be merged with the candle evidence, etc.  

We now turn to configuration tasks, which also obey the logical model-
construction paradigm, as pointed out above. What are the correspondences and 
differences between scene interpretation and configuration? We restrict our 
comparison to structure-based configuration, which can be considered the prevailing 
configuration methodology. Structure-based configuration is also the underlying 
method for several implemented systems, in particular PLAKON [Cunis et al. 89] and 
KONWERK [Günter 95], which originated in the research group of the authors. 
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We can use Fig. 1 again to illustrate configuration. Simply interpret the conceptual 
structure as a representation of allowed tabletop configurations and consider the task 
of laying the table according to some specific requirements, e.g. "lonely-dinner with 
candle". In structure-based configuration, such tasks are solved stepwise with 
essentially the same kinds of steps as used for interpretation. Requirements constitute 
the initial instantiations, typically including a high-level aggregate and constraints on 
parts. The final configuration may be reached by a mix of top-down and bottom-up 
steps. 

Comparing the configuration process with scene interpretation in detail, we note 
several correspondences: 
1. A conceptual knowledge base for scene interpretation uses essentially the same 

structural relations (aggregation and generalisation) as a conceptual knowledge 
base for configuration. 

2. Evidence and context information in interpretation tasks correspond to task 
requirements in configuration tasks.  

3. The four kinds of interpretation steps listed above also occur as configuration 
steps. 

However, there are also differences, which will be discussed in the following. 
Partiality. It had been argued that a scene interpretation is a partial model in the 

sense that only a task-dependent subset of all instantiations inferrable from the 
conceptual knowledge base must be included in an interpretation. Hence, depending 
on the task on hand, a specific scene may be interpreted in diverse ways, for example 
including details in one interpretation and omitting details in another. A configuration, 
on the other hand, typically constitutes a complete model for an aggregate specified 
by the configuration task. 

Non-monotonicity. When interpreting dynamic scenes, one has to deal with time-
dependency and changes. For example, moving objects may enter or leave the scene, 
hence interpretations at one instance may no longer be true at another. On first glance, 
this seems to correspond to a configuration task with changing requirements, which 
would be outside the scope of existing configuration technology. However, by 
relating propositions about a dynamic scene to the time intervals for which the 
propositions hold, evidence about a dynamic scene need not be withdrawn.  

Incrementality. In many applications, it is desirable to perform incremental scene 
interpretation. This means that a partial model must be constructed, possibly 
involving predictions, before all evidence is available. In configuration, this would 
correspond to selecting components among alternatives before receiving all 
requirements. It is obvious that new requirements may be in conflict with premature 
configuration decisions and, similarly, new evidence may be in conflict with 
premature interpretations, hence backtracking is in order in such cases. While in most 
configuration tasks incremental requirements can easily be avoided, real-time scene 
interpretation, and in particular robot vision, must deal with incremental evidence. 

Fortunately, existing configuration technology supports the additional requirements 
posed by incremental processing to a large extent. First, backtracking mechanisms are 
available to undo decisions which have led into a conflict. Second, configuration 
systems often offer control mechanisms, which allow to focus on specific parts of the 
evolving configuration. In real-time scene interpretation, this can be used to focus on 
interpreting the past before the future. This would require, of course, that the 
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advancing real-time is known to the system and can be exploited for interpretation 
control. 

Uncertainty. Different from typical configuration tasks, scene interpretation 
usually involves uncertain information of several kinds. For one, it is well-known that 
evidence provided by sensor signals about physical objects is probabilistic by nature 
because of many unknown influencing factors. Hence any piece of evidence may be 
attributed to possibly many objects, causing a potentially large interpretation space 
from which the most likely interpretation has to be chosen. Similarly, concepts at any 
representation level may be part of many aggregates at higher levels, from which to 
choose in a stepwise interpretation process. As shown in detail in [Neumann & Möller 
04], such choice points are characteristic for model construction in a formal 
knowledge-representation framework, and it is highly desirable to provide a 
preference measure in order to guide local decisions. For the interpretation of natural 
scenes, statistics about the variability of scenes (or estimates thereof) provide a 
natural source for probabilistic guidance and, as a rule, such information should be 
brought to bear. 

Another source of uncertainty is the fuzziness of high-level concepts in scene 
interpretation, for example of spatial relations corresponding to natural-language 
prepositions such as "behind" or "near". When transforming quantitative results of 
low-level image-analysis into high-level predicates, it may be useful to represent the 
grade of applicability of a predicate by a fuzzy value. Epistemically, the degree of 
applicability is clearly different from a measure of likelihood, so this is a distinct 
challenge for representation formalisms. 

Both kinds of uncertainty are not relevant for typical configuration problems, and 
configuration systems are not designed to support uncertainty management of this 
sort. But it is conceivable that the constraint propagation framework of structural 
configuration systems can also harbour probabilistic inferences, hence configuration 
technology remains a good candidate for scene interpretation. 

3    Interpreting Table-laying Scenes with KONWERK 

In this section we describe the experimental system SCENIC (SCENe Interpretation 
as Configuration) which utilises configuration technology for concrete scene 
interpretation experiments. The purpose is twofold, to show that the formal 
correspondences between scene interpretation and configuration described above can 
in fact be exploited for vision system development, and second, to provide additional 
detail about knowledge representation requirements and control issues which arise in 
incremental scene interpretation. 

The example scenes are taken from the table-laying scenario mentioned earlier. A 
camera is installed above the table and observes a tabletop. Human agents, sometimes 
acting in parallel, place dishes and other objects onto the table, for example, covers as 
customary for a dinner-for-two. It is the task of the scene interpretation system to 
generate high-level interpretations such as "place-cover" or "lay-dinner-table-for-
two". Occurrences of this kind are complex enough to involve several interesting 
aspects of high-level scene interpretation such as temporally and spatially constrained 
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multiple-object motion, a knowledge base with compositional structure, and the need 
for mixed bottom-up and top-down interpretation steps. 

In the following we first give an overview of the modelling and inferencing 
techniques provided by the configuration system KONWERK, which performs the 
symbolic interpretation subtask in SCENIC. In Section 3.2 we describe SCENIC and 
the knowledge base, which is used for interpreting table-laying scenes. An experiment 
with this knowledge base is described in Section 3.3. 

3.1 Overview of the Configuration System KONWERK 

The configuration system KONWERK used for the experiments is a prototypical 
implementation of a generic configuration system [Günter 95] designed to support the 
configuration of aggregates based on component descriptions in a knowledge-base. 
The relevant knowledge is organised in four separate modules: 

Concept Hierarchy. Object classes (concepts) are described using a highly 
expressive object description language, and embedded in a taxonomical hierarchy. 
Object properties are specified by parameters with restricted value ranges or sets of 
values. A compositional hierarchy is induced by the special structural relation part-of. 
Objects selected for a concrete configuration are instantiations of these object classes. 

Constraints. Constraints pertaining to properties (parameters) of more than one 
object are administered by a constraint net. Conceptual constraints are formulated as 
part of the conceptual knowledge base and instantiated as the corresponding objects 
are instantiated. Constraints are multi-directional, i.e. propagated regardless of the 
order in which constraint variables are instantiated. At any given time, the remaining 
possible values of a constraint variable are given as ranges or value sets. 

Task Description.  A configuration task is specified in terms of an aggregate 
which must be configured (the goal) and possibly additional restrictions such as 
choices of parts, prescribed properties, etc. Typically, the goal is the root node of the 
compositional hierarchy, as in the example shown in Fig. 1. 

Procedural Knowledge.  Configuration strategies can be specified in a declarative 
manner. For example, it is possible to prescribe phases of bottom-up or top-down 
processing conditioned on certain features of the evolving configuration. 

The KONWERK executive system performs stepwise configuration according to 
the following basic algorithm: 
Repeat  
   Check for goal completion 
   Determine current strategy 
   Determine possible configuration steps 
   Select from agenda and execute one of 
          { aggregate instantiation, 
     aggregate expansion, 
     instance specialisation, 
    parameterisation, 
    instance merging } 
   Propagate constraints 
   Check for conflict 
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Comparing with the configuration (and interpretation) steps discussed in Section 2, 
the KONWERK executive cycle features all the steps mentioned there, but also 
includes parameterisation as an additional operation. Parameterisation means that a 
component property such as size or position is specified or constrained. This can be 
considered as a substep of specialisation, refining the description of a component.  

In KONWERK, an aggregate is completely configured if all properties of the 
aggregate have been parameterised, all its required parts have been completely 
configured, and all constraints are satisfied. As noted earlier, this completeness 
requirement is at odds with the notion of scene interpretation as a partial model, 
where details may be missing or the scope of an interpretation may be limited 
depending on the task. However, KONWERK offers several means for automatic 
parameterisation, for example by using default values, which can be used to hide 
configuration steps not required for a scene interpretation. 

A conflict is encountered when the constraint net cannot be satisfied with the 
current partial configuration. In this case, automatic backtracking occurs. 
Backtracking can be controlled by procedural knowledge to achieve "intelligent 
backtracking" and avoid unnecessary repetition of configuration steps. 

3.2 The Scene Interpretation System SCENIC 

To perform scene interpretation, KONWERK has been combined with image analysis 
modules as shown in Fig. 2. 

The segmentation and tracking unit STU is tailored to meet the needs of our table-
laying scenes. Important static objects (such as the table) are segmented manually and 
entered into the factual knowledge base off-line. Moving objects are detected by 
comparing successive image frames and by region growing around seed points 
determined from change areas. The shapes of moving objects are classified into view 
types for each frame, in our scenario restricted to view-types corresponding to table-
top objects such as plate-view, saucer-view, fork-view, etc. Objects are tracked 
throughout the image sequence, and the successive positions are recorded as object 
trajectories. The trajectory and view-type data up to a point of time constitute the 
evolving Geometric Scene Description (GSD), which is the output of the STU. The 
view type of an object may be ambiguous regarding the correct physical object class, 
or change along the trajectory, e.g. because of occlusion. To be able to disambiguate 
such low-level classifications is an important requirement for the high-level 
interpretation component. 
The segmentation and tracking unit STU is tailored to meet the needs of our table-
laying scenes. Important static objects (such as the table) are segmented manually and 
entered into the factual knowledge base off-line. Moving objects are detected by 
comparing successive image frames and by region growing around seed points 
determined from change areas. The shapes of moving objects are classified into view 
types for each frame, in our scenario restricted to view-types corresponding to table-
top objects such as plate-view, saucer-view, fork-view, etc. Objects are tracked 
throughout the image sequence, and the successive positions are recorded as object 
trajectories. The trajectory and view-type data up to a point of time constitute the 
evolving Geometric Scene Description (GSD), which is the output of the STU. The 
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view type of an object may be ambiguous regarding the correct physical object class, 
or change along the trajectory, e.g. because of occlusion. To be able to disambiguate 
such low-level classifications is an important requirement for the high-level 
interpretation component.  

Segmentation and Tracking Unit (STU)

Metric-symbolic Interface (MSI)

High-Level Interpretation System (KONWERK)

Geometric Scene
Description (GSD)

Primitive Symbolic Scene
Description (PSSD)

Image Sequence

Scene Interpretation

Fig. 2. The scene interpretation system SCENIC consists of three modules: the segmentation 
and tracking unit STU, the metric-symbolic interface MSI, and the high-level interpretation 
module realised by the configuration system KONWERK. 

The task of generating symbolic entities from the GSD is performed by the metric-
symbolic interface MSI. Following the approach presented in [Neumann 02], 
symbolic entities are assigned to interesting perceptual primitives for time intervals 
where a qualitative constancy can be observed. In our scenario, interesting perceptual 
primitives are location, speed and orientation of moving objects, distances between 
objects, and angles between reference orientations, as well as temporal derivatives 
thereof. Interesting qualitative constancies are  
− moving / stationary 
− increasing / decreasing distance 
− increasing / decreasing angle 
− disjoint / touching / overlapping / within 
The high-level interpretation system realised by the configuration system 
KONWERK performs interpretations based on a conceptual knowledge base for 
table-laying scenes, see Fig. 3. The Upper Ontology of the knowledge base - i.e. the 
domain-independent part - consists of concepts related to real-world scenes and to the 
evidence obtained by sensory equipment. A real-world scene is composed of 
subscenes, which may be decomposed into further subscenes, thus forming a 
compositional hierarchy. A subscene concept describes an aggregate of objects (or 
activities), which constitute a meaningful entity by themselves. In our domain, typical 
subscenes are cover or laying-a-dinner-for-two activities. 
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Fig. 3. Structure of conceptual knowledge base of SCENIC. Upper part above dashed line 
shows domain-independent concepts (Upper Ontology), lower part illustrates some domain-
specific concepts of the table-laying scenario (not all relations shown). 

The root concept scene represents all possible symbolic scene descriptions. One 
can think of scene as a concept both for real scene descriptions and for (possibly 
hypothetical) descriptions to be constructed by the interpretation process. Scene 
interpretations will always contain an instance of scene, which may therefore be 
used as a starting point for top-down processing. 

The numbers in brackets are bounds on the number of instances of a relation. For 
example, a specific scene (i.e. an instance of the concept scene) may consist of any 
number of subscene instances. 

Evidence concepts describe the evidence provided by the MSI. In our scenario, 
evidence is only modelled for primitive objects, and STU and MSI attempt to provide 
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evidence for the behaviour of primitive objects only. In general, however, a 
knowledge base may also include evidence concepts directly associated with scene 
and subscene aggregates. This can be useful if an aggregate view is much different 
from the composition of the individual views of its parts, or evidence pertains to a 
scene as a whole (e.g. daytime). 

In dynamic scenes, object descriptions extend over time, and the corresponding 
concepts are designed to specify time-dependent properties - such as position - over 
some time interval. In our knowledge-representation framework, discrete time points 
corresponding to the image frame rate provided by a video camera represent time. It is 
useful to distinguish between time intervals of motion and non-motion; hence the 
Upper Ontology includes moving-subscene and stationary-subscene concepts 
which partition the behaviour of the corresponding parent concept into motion and 
non-motion subintervals. Consecutive subintervals of an object are related by the 
temporal relation meets (not shown in the figure). 

The domain-specific part of the conceptual knowledge base (below heavy dashed 
line) describes concepts of our table-laying scenario, in particular composite action 
descriptions for laying a dinner for a specific number of persons, clearing the table, 
placing individual items onto the table, etc. There are also concepts describing static 
configurations such as various kinds of covers. At the most specific level, the domain-
specific knowledge base contains primitive object concepts such as moving-plate 
associated with concepts for corresponding evidence via the relation has-evidence. 

The knowledge base also encompasses constraints between objects, e.g. between 
the components of an aggregate or between a scene object and its associated evidence. 
Constraints are not shown in Fig. 3, but play a significant role in defining the 
geometry of tabletop concepts. For example, the geometry of the aggregate basic-
cover consisting of plate, knife, fork, spoon and table edge, is defined in terms of 
distance ranges between the bounding-boxes of all objects of the aggregate.  

The constraint system of the configuration framework plays an important part as it 
represents spatial and temporal coherence between the components of an aggregate 
and allows propagating evidence through the constraint net. It is interesting to note 
that the constraint net plays a role comparable to a Bayesian Networks in probabilistic 
scene interpretation (e.g.  [Rimey 93]). Constraints on value ranges can be interpreted 
as flat distributions, and constraint propagation as a special form of belief 
propagation. It seems feasible to extend the configuration approach by integrating 
probability distributions instead of constraints. This would also provide the much 
needed preference measure for the space of logically possible interpretations.  

3.3 A Scene-Interpretation Experiment 

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the configuration approach for scene 
interpretation, we have set up SCENIC to interpret an evolving scene where two 
human agents lay a dinner-for-two. Initially, a context is defined by creating instances 
of scene and table (in view of the camera). Then, by one agent, a plate and a 
saucer are laid for the left cover, and simultaneously by another agent; a saucer and a 
cup are laid for the second cover. The corresponding evidence is supplied to 
KONWERK in one bulk at frame 300 in terms of tracked regions, classified correctly 
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by the STU as hand-view, plate-view, etc. except of the cup which was 
sometimes mistaken as a saucer and hence classified ambiguously as dish-view 
(the parent concept of cup-view and saucer-view). In addition, KONWERK 
receives as input instances of the topological predicate touch-view, which is true 
if two regions touch while having the same motion state. 

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

moving-saucer-3
10                      71

stat-saucer-3

moving-hand-2
22                         90

moving-plate-2
22                        85

moving-hand-5
46                 97

stat-plate-2

moving-dish-2
188        229

stat-dish-2

moving-hand-4
192                              279

moving-saucer-2
194                  260

stat-saucer-2

moving-hand-3
208                             289

stat-touch-1 (dish-2 saucer-3)
230                  

moving-touch-1 (hand-4 dish-2)
192                      266

moving-touch-2 (hand-3 saucer-2)
208                270

scene-1
                                                                                                                                     

transport-2 (hand-5 plate-2)
46               92

transport-1 (hand-2 plate-3)
22                  78

transport-3 (hand-4 dish-2)
192                      266

transport-4 (hand-3 saucer-2)
208                270

stat-table-1

 
Fig. 4. Instantiated concepts during initial bottom-up phase of scene interpretation. Instances of 
primitive motion concepts are marked as solid lines, of the corresponding stationary concepts 
as dotted lines, of aggregates as double lines. Components of aggregate instances are shown in 
parentheses. 

High-level interpretation begins bottom-up by instantiating the physical objects 
corresponding to the evidence, including dish-2 for the ambiguously classified 
region, and touch occurrences for the touch-view evidence (see Fig. 4). 
Furthermore, based on a list of interesting bottom-up predicates, transport 
occurrences are determined by specialising touch occurrences involving a hand. 
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At this point, the control strategy of KONWERK has exhausted its bottom-up 
repertory and invokes top-down interpretation steps by expanding scene-1, which 
was created as an initial context. One may think of this phase as an exploration of 
high-level concepts, which might be responsible for the objects and occurrences 
observed so far. The ensuing specialisation steps require that choices are made, for 
example between lay-dinner-for-one or lay-dinner-for-two or clutter-
table. We have used KONWERKs option to specify preferred values in terms of 
defaults to first guess lay-dinner-for-two, hence two instances of cover are 
hypothesised with locations constrained by table-1. Next, both covers are 
expanded into a basic-cover and a cup-cover (an aggregate composed of cup 
and saucer), and continuing top-down hypothesis generation, the left basic-cover 
is expanded into plate, knife, fork, and spoon.  

At this point, the plate is immediately merged with plate-2 generated from the 
evidence, and the well-defined location of plate-2 is propagated through the 
constraint net generating restricted locations for all other hypothesised objects. 
Similarly, the right basic-cover and cup-cover are expanded. The saucer 
component of the cup-cover is instantly merged with saucer-3 and the cup 
component with dish-2, exploiting the high-level knowledge of the cup-cover 
hypothesis to specialise the dish as a cup. This demonstrates that low-level 
ambiguities can indeed be resolved by top-down expectations. 

The state of interpretation at frame 300 is illustrated in Fig. 5. Objects supported by 
evidence are shown in natural colours. Hypotheses are shown in artificial colours 
together with equally coloured boxes delineating possible positions according to 
current constraints. 

 

Fig. 5.  Intermediate scene interpretation as an instance of lay-dinner-for-two. Objects 
in natural colours are supported by evidence, objects in artificial colours are hypotheses based 
on high-level conceptual knowledge. Hypotheses are shown at the centre of boxes, which 
represent possible locations. 

It is important to note that this interpretation is not unique. In fact, by setting the 
default choice of the top-down hypothesis-generation phase to lay-dinner-for-
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one, an alternative interpretation is generated at frame 300, shown in Fig. 6. Here cup 
and saucer on the right are treated as unconstrained components of a clutter-
table occurrence. As pointed out in Section 2, model construction allows for all 
interpretations consistent with conceptual knowledge and evidence. 

51 interpretation steps were needed to obtain the first intermediate scene 
interpretation, using 90 sec of CPU time (1.8 GHz PC). Backtracking and additional 8 
interpretation steps were needed to arrive at the alternative intermediate interpretation, 
using additional 45 sec of CPU time. 

4    Conclusions 

Starting from the observation that scene interpretation and configuration are both 
logical model-construction tasks, we have shown that scene interpretation can in fact 
be implemented within the framework of a configuration system. Several desirable 
features of a scene interpretation system can be realised: 
• The framework is generic and allows constructing interpretations of a scene, which 

are consistent with conceptual knowledge, evidence and context information. 
• By utilising the flexible control facilities of structure-based configuration, a mix of 

bottom-up and top-down processing is possible, which allows to hypothesise high-
level aggregates from partial evidence and thus predict the spatial and temporal 
evolution of a scene. 

• High-level knowledge may be brought to bear to resolve ambiguities arising from 
low-level image analysis or even guide low-level processing. 

 

Fig. 6.  Alternative intermediate scene interpretation generated for the same scene in terms of 
instances for lay-dinner-for-one and clutter-table. 

The configuration approach can be seen as a framework, which allows navigating a 
(possibly large) space of logically consistent interpretations, but does not provide 
guidance as to which interpretation is more likely. However, there are well-defined 
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places where guiding knowledge in terms of probability distributions or other 
preference measures can be introduced without jeopardising logical consistency. 
Besides further experiments with other scenes, this is a topic of ongoing work of the 
authors. 
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